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The generalized potential of an ellipsoid 
by 
£ '1 6 Elli1Jsoid 
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The Ne1/Jtonian attraction of an ellipsoid has been a famous 
problem of tl1.c 
much attentioi1 
1)8 st to 
' 
-
whicl1 Newton, MacLaurin and Ivory have p~id 
. The usual tlerivation of the potential of an 
ellipsoid at either an internal or an external point rnal{es use of 
geornetrical argu111ents. In t11e 1·0110\·Jing li11es a sim1Jle E111alytical 
derivation vJ111 be given by using the technique of Laplace trans-
f o r111a t i on • 
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and let the generalized potential at P x,y,z due to a unit mass 
at ..... ~f be z , '7, .J 
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\AJhe re lT t is the well-known ur1it function 
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The triple integral on the right-hand side is a product of three 
integrals, the integration of which is elementary. ~1hc integration 
with respect to I gives e.g . 
• 
co 2 I ·o .8 r 1 exp- L. + 2 ' s I 
-co l, a 
so that "1 .. 7 · becomes 
r e v P 
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where the interval 
1.11 X 0 
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with the equality sign for s-S. 
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The last expression holds for external points as t~ell as for 
internal points. However, for an internal point it follows at once 
that S=O. 
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of 1.9 
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The expression 1.10 holds for external ooints also if 
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For e .... 5 2 the result may be obtainecl at once by i11versio11 
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2. Sphe;ce 
If a=b=c=1 and 
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which equals the potential of a masspoint at the origin where the 
total mass of the sphere 
For internal points 
is concentrated. 
the consta11t .S 0 ,.~ L • l 
Substitution of S=1 u-1 gives 
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F e 1 th n 2.b.- reduces to or ~ 2 e expression _ 
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Let the blocl< be determined b,, 
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' x I < a ., 
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\yj < b, 
then the generalized potential at 
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Repeated Laplace transformation vJi tl1 res pee t to 
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It can be verified without difficulty that the corresponding original 
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Differentiation of V with respect to a,b and c gives 





















z+c -- d s -... 
which represents the sum of the generalized potentials from the 
eight corners of the block. By .!inverting tl1c arg1_.1111ent tl1e expression 
3.9 may be obtained by integration of 3.10 with respect to a,b 
and cJ which is another proof of the result. 
